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Our Camps

Spring Break Camp
March 11th - 15th, 2024

Camps Available: 
Elite Tumbling Camp
Recreational Spring Break Camp

Summer Camp
July & August 2024

Camps Available: 
Elite Tumbling Camp
Recreational Summer Camp

Welcome to our exciting Cheerleading Camps! Join us for a
thrilling experience filled with skill development, new friendships,
and active fun. Our camps cater to ages 3 and above, offering a
comprehensive curriculum that covers cheerleading fundamentals
such as jumps, tumbling, stunting, and dancing. Our goal is to

provide a well-rounded experience that goes beyond just
cheerleading skills!

We understand the importance of convenience for parents. That's
why we offer FREE 7:30AM drop-off, ensuring a smooth and

stress-free start to the day. 

Discover the joy of cheerleading with us!
Check out the variety of camps we offer below.



What is Recreational Camp?

Welcome to our premier Recreational Cheerleading Camp! Dive into
a week of cheer joy, mastering tumbling, stunts, jumps, and dancing.
Get creative with arts and crafts, build lasting friendships, and enjoy

themed days for added fun. Beyond the basics, it's a vibrant,
supportive journey where every cheer counts and friendships last a

lifetime!

For drop off convenience, we provide a FREE 7:30AM before care.
We also offer aftercare from 4:00 - 5:00PM for an additional

$10/day.

Please send campers with a nutritious lunch and snacks plus a water
bottle! 

No fancy gear needed, just some athlete wear and indoor running
shoes. 

*Camp shirt included for athletes first full week - full day of
camp booked



What is Elite Tumbling Camp?

Elevate your tumbling at our Elite Tumbling Camp! Join us for an
intensive week of Impact Tumbling training and special sessions led
by our amazing tumbling coaches. Whether you're a beginner or
seasoned tumbler, level up your skills, make new friends and don't
miss this chance to boost your tumbling journey – secure your spot
now and tumble with the best. Add 1/2 day of our Recreational

Camp for an additional cost!

Please send campers with a nutritious snacks plus a water bottle!
There are minimum requirements for levels 2-4 tumbling. Please read
over the pre-requisite skills required before registering for camp. If

you have any questions or are unsure, send us an email and we can
assist: pureimpactcheerleading@gmail.com

No fancy gear needed, just some athlete wear and indoor running
shoes. 

Levels 1-2

Level 3 & 4 Pre-Requisites:
Level 3: Round Off x2 Back Handspring, Standing x2 Back Handsprings
Level 4: Round Off Back Handspring Tuck, Round Off Back Tuck, Aerial,
Front Tuck

Levels 3-4

Level 2 Pre-Requisites:
Level 2: Back walkover, front walkover, round off, handstands 



Cancellation Policy

Camp Cancellation
*If cancelling 15+ days before the start of camp you will receive a
FULL REFUND for the camp

*If cancelling between 8-14 days before the start of camp you will
receive a CREDIT to your account

*If cancelling within 7 days of the start of camp there will be NO
REFUNDS

Registering

Registration is done through our website using our MOTION
registration portal. Under the programs tab, filter to Camps to
register.

Payment accepted is e-transfer or by credit card through your
MOTION account.

Communication is done via email.



Camp FAQs

Is there before and aftercare?
Yes, we offer FREE drop off at 7:30AM and have aftercare available
from 4:00 - 5:00PM for an additional $10 / day

My athlete just got her back walkover and front walkover can they join
Level 2 Elite Tumbling Camp?
Elite Tumbling Camp is meant for athletes with confident and consistent
level training. If your athlete just got their front and back walkovers, Level
1 Elite Tumbling Camp would be the best option.

My athlete just got her back handspring can they join Level 3 Elite
Tumbling Camp?
Elite Tumbling Camp is meant for athletes with confident and consistent
level training. If your athlete just got their back handspring, Level 2 Elite
Tumbling Camp would be the best option.

Will Elite Tumbling Camp have full day option?
You are able to purchase a 1/2 day of recreational camp if your athlete
is attending our Elite Tumbling Camp. 1/2 day morning and afternoon
options are available. 

Do you take the athletes outside?
For our Recreational Camp only, coaches may take the athletes outside
for some fresh air, weather dependent. We suggest packing outdoor
appropriate attire in the event that they do go outside. 


